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Creating a new path to the winner’s circle
Examining a head-scratching interpretation of the
rules by Yonkers Raceway Judges
were so successful that while other horses lost
ground he managed to help Betabcool N go
from last to first without working very hard
(or traveling the correct distance) to do so.
Having witnessed countless horses taken
down for going inside two pylons in races that
did not involve such incidents and gaining
a minor edge, it appeared as if this one was
an easy call for the judges in attendance at
Yonkers Raceway led by presiding judge Nick
Ferriero.
That did not prove to be the case as Ferriero
and company lit the “Inquiry” sign for all to
see (without indicating a specific horse) but
then spent a long period of time before finally
making the race official and leaving Betabcool
N in second place where she had crossed the
wire.
Needless to say there were many unhappy
bettors along the way confounded by a rule
that has claimed them in the past but somehow managed not to protect them on this
occasion.
In an era of transparency I expected Ferriero to speak of his decision when contacted
this past Saturday, but the judge did his best
to keep me in the dark as he had other bettors
on the previous night. Ferriero suggested I
look towards New York State rule 4117.2 part
C for more answers to questions he refused to
accept or answer over the phone.
From the rule Ferriero specified, there
appears to be only one sentence that would
apply to last Friday’s incident, it follows:
“If, in the opinion of the judges, a horse or
sulky is forced off the course as a result of the

JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
Just when I thought I had seen everything that could happen in a horse race I was
surprised last Friday (September 8) at Yonkers
Raceway.
The aspects of the eighth race, the $50,000
featured Open for fillies and mares, was
such that I was stunned for more than the 10
minutes that followed its completion.
Yes, there was an inquiry posted, but
strangely there was no blinking light on one
of the numbers.
In short, when the pacemaker hit the second
turn a retaking of the lead turned into the
two front-runners hooking wheels. This set
off a chain reaction as we’ve seen thousands
of times before. Drivers directly behind the
incident quickly snatched up their horses and
attempted to avoid the top two while managing
not to collide with each other.
It was picture perfect reaction from drivers with incredible skills to change course in
a second and avoid contact while managing to
keep their horses upright.
Yet as the field made its way through the
second turn, one of the horses, Betabcool N,
a longshot that had trailed from the start,
was not slowing down or veering to the right.
Instead his driver Greg Merton elected to
steer to the left, cutting inside the pylons and
easily avoiding the top horses. Merton’s efforts
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EXPANDED BREEDERS CROWN EDITION

Sky is the limit for Tim Tetrick-driven
Breeders Crown starters Huntsville, Walner
By Derick Giwner

Multiple placement
discounts available

From 2007 to 2013 driver Tim Tetrick was on
top of the Harness Racing world. Horses under
his control earned over $120 million during
that span as he led North America in earnings in each season. While Tetrick has been
replaced at the top of the heap for the last two
years by Yannick Gingras, the 35-year-old has
renewed horsepower in the form of Huntsville
and Walner that could vault him back to the
front of the line.
Although sitting $1,074,183 behind Gingras
on the earnings leaderboard in 2016, Tetrick
will be odds-on to win the $600,000 Breeders
Crown events for colts on both the trot and
pace at The Meadowlands on Saturday night.
In Huntsville he has the co-fastest 2-year-old
pacer of all-time, sharing a 1:49 mark with
Sweet Lou (2011) and fellow Crown finalist
Downbytheseaside. Not to be outdone, Walner
is the fastest rookie trotting colt in history,
stopping the timer in 1:51 3/5 at the Red Mile
in early October.
To have one top 2-year-old with the potential
to dominate the following year is phenomenal.
To seemingly have the opportunity to drive
the winter book favorite for the Hambletonian
and top pacing events like the North America
Cup and Meadowlands Pace is a dream come

For more information or to place an ad, contact Derick Giwner
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Tim Tetrick guided Huntsville as they tied
a world record for 2-year-old pacers with a
1:49 win at the Red Mile.

Captaintreacherous to 8 wins in 10 starts and
nearly $1 million in earnings. The duo came
back at 3 to dominate the division with over $2
million in earnings and a 16-13-2-0 record.
Huntsville may have a way to go before being
mentioned in conversations with Captaint-

What is your definition of being ‘forced’ off the racetrack?
CONTINUED from page 1

actions of another horse or driver, or as a
result of a break from such horse’s gait, the
judges may determine the appropriate order of
finish.”
In this sentence there is essentially one
word that matters and one word we suggest
the judges must have been unclear of its
actual meaning.
FORCED.
I attempted to get a comment from the New
York State Gaming Commission as well but
they have not responded to my inquiry.
My lone question to Ferriero and the
Commission was asking either to define how
it was possible for five drivers within closer
proximity to the incident to slow their horses
down and stay on the course, while the horse
trailing, with the most time to react to the
incident, made no attempt to slow down and
in fact left the course of his own choosing.
The term “forced” in the language of the
rule is critical to all decisions to leave up or
disqualify horses and it’s clear its intent is
not to force a driver into an impending collision when circumstances are such that the
only avenue to avoid one is going inside the
pylons.
Greg Merton behind Betabcool N was not
forced into any such situation. He had ample
time and space to do a few other things before
getting too physically close and causing an
accident. Merton certainly could have slowed
his horse down. Merton certainly could have
steered his horse away from the pylons (this
could only have happened if he slowed down).
Thankfully Merton and the other five drivers were able to avoid what could have been
a catastrophic pile-up. We are all grateful for
that conclusion.
At the same time, it’s impossible to
conclude that Betabcool N was forced off the
track in any manner. Forced means not being
able to choose. In this specific race, five drivers in close proximity to the incident understood that leaving the racecourse, while it
may have been available to them as it was to
Merton, was not the correct course of action
within a horse race. The five understood
that leaving the course may provide the best
moment of instant safety but it was a sure
way to disqualify their horse. If all five were
not forced off the track just how is it possible
the sixth was?
That of course was the question we had
hoped the Judge and the State’s gaming
commission would answer.
In the end the decision robbed both bettors
and owners. Betabcool N’s owners received
$12,500 for traveling less than a mile and
breaking the rules. Four of the five drivers
that did the correct thing while also avoiding a nasty accident saw their connections
each lose a percentage of those funds. Bettors
that had an exacta or triple with the horses

ABOVE: Betabcool N’s (circled) position just after the incident with the leaders.
BELOW: Betabcool N shown well inside the pylons as he makes his way to the front.

that crossed the wire first, third and fourth,
were deprived the correct exacta and triple
proceeds.
As bad as this Judges decision was, it opens
a huge door to future incidents where drivers,

like the five that steered wide, will choose to
go inside the pylons instead.
That is unless a Gaming Commission
corrects this wrong and affirms a rule that
was most definitely not followed by its judges.

watch the action on jugette (9/20) & little brown jug (9/21) days on harness live

Ohio Jug Sale: Yearlings to watch from the consignors mouths
ON THE MARK
By Bob Marks
@BobMarks3
Having long been an exponent that the
consignor can and should be the prospective
purchaser’s best friend, I opted to take my
own advice in previewing the upcoming Ohio
Selected Jug Sale on September 15 in Johnstown, Ohio.
Since I have not personally inspected any
of these 248 yearlings and am not likely to
do so with my current New Jersey location, I
figured it might be best to ask those closer to
the situation just which colts and fillies they
deem eligible for detailed scrutiny. Among
those canvassed include the good folks at
Hanover Shoe Farms, Hunterton Farms,
Spring Haven Farm and Midland Acres.
As for me, I know I would look at every Pet
Rock, Dragon Again, Uncle Peter, Manofmanymissions and McArdle for openers.
Pet Rock has had a terrific year with 71
starters from 99 foals and at last count 44
winners, many of whom excelled in Ohio. He
currently ranks second among Ohio pacing
stallions in terms of 2-year-old progeny earnings.
Dragon Again speaks for himself via his
standout 3-year-old son Fear The Dragon and
the all time money winning leader Foiled
Again.
McArdle gets top horses every year and
of course he’s had Mcwicked, recent winner
of the $225,000 Jim Ewart at Scioto Downs.
HIP 37 Mcwicked Bella, a McArdle filly from
Banska Bella, is a sister to Mcwicked’s dam
Western Sahara and she’ll certainly get
looked at.
Manofmanymissions, now exported, has
been a solid presence in Buckeye circuits and
he has another strong colt and filly listing. He
is the top earning sire in Ohio of 2-year-old
trotters and fifth among all trotting stallions
this year.
Uncle Peter, by Cantab Hall, is the new
young trotting sire in town. It should be noted
that the first Cantab’s to reach stud, namely
Mr. Cantab and Explosive Matter, have done
well so there’s every reason for optimism
in the Buckeye State for Uncle Peter. I’d
certainly look at his son HIP 49 Peter Trottintail, who does indeed have a “name” after
my own heart.
In addition, Murray ‘The Curmudgeon’
Brown from Hanover Shoe Farms absolutely
raves about the Farms’ Uncle Peter prospect
HIP 96 Elo Hanover, a colt from Exotic Destination. Mr. Brown has a legendary “eye”
for a horse and with the dam an ex Perretti
Farms bred by Dream Vacation, it brings to
mind when Hanover-bred Swan For All and
another Perretti-bred Dream Vacation foal
named High Sobriety produced Hannelore
Hanover.
Then there’s the first Ohio offerings by

Gunjan Patel

Avaline Hanover comes with the ‘seal of approval’ from Hanover’s Murray Brown.
Broadway Hall and Wishing Stone, a pair of
major performers that need little introduction. Broadway Hall has sired three millionaires in addition to the near seven-figure
earner Frau Blucher 4, 1:51 2/5 ($990,922).
Wishing Stone, now at Sugar Valley Farms,
has accounted for 12 starters and seven
winners from just 16 registered 2017 2-yearolds.
With the preamble out of the way, let’s look
at a few recommendations:

HIP 2 Lofty Beach
She’s by Captaintreacherous’ full brother
Beachtrea from Lofty Yankee and a sister
to Ontario Gold winner Shadow Moon. The
first two sons of Somebeachsomewhere, So
Surreal and Net Ten Eom, have looked good
so far thus and Beachtrea has a license to
sire.

daughter of the productive Gorey Daze. I see
that potent double cross of the Most Happy
Fella sire line. Worth a serious look.

HIP 44 She’s First Class
Broadway Hall filly from Bon Voyage and
thus a sister to the good Fashion Creditor
($352,497).

HIP 62 Cream Puff Diddy
Uncle Peter colt from Celebrity Charm
and a half-brother to Canadian Horse Of The
Year Creampuff Macdaddy.

HIP 67 Willoughby
Dejarmbro-Classical Mary half-brother
to the multiple Ohio stakes winner Fraser
Ridge. Watch this guy’s video!

HIP 34 Avaline Hanover

HIP 71 Tu Eres Mi Corazon

Dragon Again filly from the productive
Aw Shucks Hanover and a sister to Astounding Hanover ($536,699), and liked by Murray
Brown. I’d give a good look.

Uncle Peter filly from Corazon Blue Chip
and thus a sister to last year’s $200,000 yearling Fourth Dimension 2, 1:55 2/5, so you
know there’s pedigree and currency.

HIP 35 Be Not Nobody

HIP 76 Homer Hall

McArdle filly from B Intensified comes
touted by Hunterton with an excellent video.

Broadway Hall colt from the very productive Cynthia Iliad, Ohio Horse of the Year in
2000.

HIP 36 Dragon Force
Dragon’s Lair colt from Upfront Bad Girl, a

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

Plenty of talent available in Friday’s Ohio Selected Jug Sale
CONTINUED from page 4

HIP 80 Idreamofjohnny

Dan Patch and Nova award winner.

HIP 96 Elo Hanover

Big Bad John colt from Lima Daydream,
she a sister to the major winner Dedi’s
Dragon ($828,006, 1:49 4/5).

Uncle Peter colt from the Dream Vacation
mare Exotic Destination. Reportedly this one
can fly. Check his video!

HIP 81 Cyrano Hanover

HIP 105 Workinitonbroadway

Dragon Again colt from Caught The
Bouquet and thus a brother to Runover Feeling and Charisma Hanover, those two with
combined earnings of $1.7 million.

Broadway Hall filly from Working Girl, she
stemming from the still potent family of Me
Maggie.

HIP 85 Flower Petal
Uncle Peter filly from Lightning Power
and thus a sister to the successful Lightning
Storm ($320,192).

HIP 92 Seasons In The Sun
Uncle Peter filly from Sun Sentinel and
from the family of Winky’s Goal, two-time

HIP 107 Gladstone Rocky
Pet Rock colt from Gladstone Girl and thus
a brother to well known winner Paper Luck
($441,964).

HIP 127 Muhammad Ali Ali
Ali is a black Dragon Again colt from the
Red River Hanover mare Ali Ali, she a daughter of one of the all time greats Nadia Lobell.

HIP 139 Mr Dragon Pants

Dragon Again colt from Shani Pants and
thus a brother to this year’s very noticeable
Mr Wiggle Pants (Ohio’s top 3-year-old pacing
colt of 2016), he by Mr Wiggles.

HIP 179 Some Stylish Pet
Pet Rock filly from Nothing But Style who
traces right back to Where’s The Beach, the
dam of the great Somebeachsomewhere.
There we have it, some very chancy prospects straight from the mouths of some very
knowledgeable consignors.
Personally I’d also look at HIP 106 Sweet
Cruiser, a Yankee Cruiser colt from the
immediate family of Sweet Lou, in addition to
a pair of tried and true Cash Hall standbys,
HIP 53 Chin Chin Hall and HIP 68 Caterina
Hall. Chin Chin is from the great Canland
Hall dam also of Cantab Hall and this year’s
good 2-year-old Cordoba Hall. Caterina Hall
is from Canland’s daughter, Constance Hall.
Should be an excellent sale.

Recapping a record night of Scioto racing in the Ohio Sire Stakes
The richest night in Ohio horse racing
history was recorded Sept. 2 at Scioto Downs
when that evening’s Super Night program
sported more than $2 million in purses, highlighted by eight $250,000 Ohio Sires Stakes
contests for Ohio-sired 2- and 3-year-old trotters and pacers of both genders.
The Ohio Sires Stakes provides youngsters sired by a stallion standing in the
Buckeye State, and registered with the Ohio
State Racing Commission (OSRC), an opportunity to race in the four-leg, $40,000-perdivision series, culminating with $250,000
Championships. Drivers, trainers, owners
and breeders of winning horses are all
rewarded for their efforts via the prestigious OSS Championships, both directly
and indirectly.

Stallion Stats
The pacing stallion McArdle—who stands
at Hickory Lane Farm in Findlay, OH—had
the most contestants in the pacing championships, with eight of his foals going postward.
That number includes a pair of 2-year-olds
and six 3-year-olds. The Panderosa—who
stands at Marvin Raber’s farm in Baltic,
OH—was represented by five foals, including two freshman and three sophomore sidewheelers.
As well, Big Bad John and Pet Rock (both
standing at Midland Acres, Bloomingburg,
OH) each had four of their progeny competing, while the ill-fated Dragon Again (who
stood at Sugar Valley Farm, Delaware, OH
until his death earlier this year) was represented by three 2-year-olds. Art Official
(Midland Acres) and Manhardt (standing at
Dublin Valley Farms, Fredericksberg, OH)

each had one 2-year-old and one 3-year-old
in OSS competition that night, while the
exported Foreclosure N had a pair of freshmen pacers vying.
Believeinbruiser,
Charley
Barley,
Santanna Blue Chip, Woodstock, World Of
Rocknroll and Yankee Cruiser all had one
foal each in an OSS event.
World Champion trotting stallion Triumphant Caviar (standing at Abby Stables,
Sugarcreek, OH) held his own in the trotting
ranks, with seven of his foals battling in the
OSS Championships—with one 2-year-old
and six 3-year-olds. Dejarmbro (Hickory
Lane Farm) had one freshman and four sophmore trotters sparing, with Manofmanymissions having six 2-year-olds racing. Three
2-year-olds and one 3-year-old foal by Break
The Bank K (Midland Acres) went postward
as well.
The stallions Cash Hall, Full Count and
Victory Sam were all represented by two
foals each in the OSS Championships, while
And Away We Go, Big Rigs, Deep Chip, Iron
Duke, My MVP and Stormin Norman all had
one foal each in competition.
OSS Championship winners Impinktoo
and Mission Accepted were both sired by
Manofmanymissions, while Triumphant
Caviar sired Champions Fraser Ridge and
Rose Run Sydney. Dragon Again sired the
winning Seeing Eye Single; Champion Bad
Girls Rule was sired by World Of Rocknroll;
the winning Pistol Packin Mama is by The
Panderosa, and Champion Drunk On Your
Love by Foreclosure N.

Favorites Prevail
Six winners of the OSS Championships

were favorites: 2-Year-Old Colt Trotting
Champion Mission Accepted and 3-Year-Old
Colt Pacing Champion Drunk On Your Love
were each 8-5; Seeing Eye Single, the 2-YearOld Colt Pacing Champion, was 2-1; Rose Run
Sydney, 3-Year-Old Filly Trotting Champion, was 4-5; Fraser Ridge, the 3-Year-Old
Colt Trotting Champion, was 1-5; and Pistol
Packin Mama, the 3-Year-Old Filly Pacing
Champion, was 6-5.
Impinktoo, the 2-Year-Old Filly Trotting
Champion, had the longest odds of any of the
Super Night Champions, leaving the gate at
14-1, while 2-Year-Old Filly Pacing Champion
Bad Girls Rule was sent off at odds of 7-2.

Trainers
Conditioner Jim Dailey harnessed two OSS
Champions—Impinktoo and Bad Girls Rule,
as well as second-place finisher Rockathon
and third-place finisher Scotch McEwan—
from four starters. Trainer Chris Beaver
tighened the girth on eight Super Night starters, including the winning Fraser Ridge,
with Gabbyloosechange second; Red Storm
and Buckeye Boss each fourth; and Sesame
and Bamaslastchance each fifth.
Trainer Ronnie Burke sent out four pacers,
winning the 2-Year-Old Colt Championship
with Seeing Eye Single, while Baron Remy
was third in the 2-Year-Old Filly Pacing
Championship, as was Rosa’s Touch in the
3-Year-Old Filly Pacing Championship.
Ohio Sires Stakes action wraps up on
Saturday, Oct. 14 at Northfield Park, when
eight $50,000 Consolations will be contested
at the “Home of the Flying Turns.”

- edited release (Ohio Sire Stakes)

There was a plethora of social media buzz
recently which caught our eye. Two topics in
particular seemed worthy of mentioning: a hot
back-and-forth between some horsemen and
the New York Gaming Commission on Twitter
and a topic raised by Tetrick Racing on Facebook, “What can we do better as an industry?”
After a press release from Yonkers Raceway
that all Yonkers International Trot horses and
New York Sire Stakes finalists (74 total horses)
would be forced to adhere to a 30-hour detention barn in the track’s paddock, horsemen
and others voiced their discontent with the
decision.
Paul Kelley: “30 hours detention in the
Yonkers paddock is absurd and cruel,” said
the trainer.
DRF Harness: “Will they allow the horses
to use the track and perhaps walk around the
infield? At least they can get some fresh air
and stretch legs.”
Paul Kelley: “That’s not even practical. 75
horses being walked and grazed in the infield?
It’s a recipe for mass chaos. Yonkers is not
equpped!”
NYS Gaming Commission: “ALL: Horses
will NOT be in stalls for 30 hours but will
be MONITORED for 30 hours. We have done
same protocols for TB horses for years. On
10/13, International Trot horses will go to
track first and be able to spend as much time
as they want... Followed by NYSS horses, in
two groups. Both sets will also be able to spend
as much time on track as they wish. Health/
Safety of all horses paramount. NYSGC
Equine Medical Dir. overseeing all protocols,
working w/USDA for International horses.
And finally: Out of Competition testing of ALL
horses is being conducted WELL BEFORE
they arrive at track.”
Brewer Adams: “Unless they bleach the
entire paddock and install air purifiers there
is absolutely nothing the medical director can
do,” said the trainer.
NYSGC: “We employed the exact same
protocols for the 2016 International Trot.”
DRF Harness: “Wouldn’t you say that the
logistics of having 10 horses stuck at the track
for 30 hours vs. 74 is huge? Much harder to get
on the track.”
Paul Kelley: “No matter what @NYSGamingComm says logistics and common sense
are out the window on this.”
NYSGC: “Yes, it is a larger issue. Hence why
the Commission, NYSS, Yonkers and more
have been working on logistics for months.”
Paul Kelley: “You are bureaucrats not
horseman. That’s the difference.”
Lee Park: “SB horsemen Peter Arrigenna &
Mike Kimelman are Ag Fund trustees. been
involved in developing protocols since day
1. Are they bureaucrats?,” said the NYSGC
publicity director.
Jay Hochstetler: “You’re missing the point
that the venue is the unacceptable part. VD,
TGDN, and STGA would’ve handled this
much easier. You’ve never had over 70 horses

for 30 hours in that ammonia filled dungeon.
This is unprecedented,” said the horseman.
Paul Kelley: “Try as you may you can’t
possibly sell this as logical. As experienced
horseman we know what a real mess this is
going to be.”

Improving the sport
Switching gears, Tetrick Racing got some
interesting comments when they asked
all followers how we can improve Harness
Racing. Here are some of our favorites:
Anthony DeFrancesco III: “I think more
meet and greets. Let the people come out and
ask the questions to the drivers instead of
assuming things. I always hear ‘look at the
guy pulling back on the horse,’ well that’s
so annoying but it does look that way if you
don’t know why the driver is doing it.”
David Smith: “A new fan can’t go to track
and have nice affordable dinner. Food’s only
fair and terribly expensive. Run the dining
room like a restaurant that only needs to
break even, then when you have fans there
because of restaurant hopefully they’ll enjoy
this great sport that we love. Harness racing
is very exciting and really good bargain for
betting. We need to get people in the door to
see what we already know.”
Henrik Lundell: “Get rid of the one handed
whipping everywhere.”
Dave Roddy: “Your industry seems to
suffer from the stigma of race fixing. Not
sure how much it occurs, but I’m new-ish to
watching the standardbreds, and the first
thing I was warned about was betting too
much, since some races ‘are already decided’.
Again, I’m not sure how much this happens,
but the perception is out there.”
Tetrick Racing in response to Dave Roddy:
“I can assure you that it’s a stigma, we don’t
risk our lives for a fixed finish to a race! It’s a
terrible and frustrating stigma that needs to
be addressed constructively. Thanks for your
feedback, we appreciate it.”
Helene Gregory: “Pretty much everyone
I meet outside of the track has no idea what
harness racing is. People at my gym etc. but
today I showed them a video of me Racing
Under Saddle and they all said they wanted
to go see it. I think tracks also need to work
harder to get people to come. Reach out to
nearby companies and stores and team up
with them. It does not have to be super fancy,
but get the people that work there (and their
families) and name a race in that company’s
name, and voila!!!! But this actually will not
be realistic since 95% of our racetracks are
too old and run down, with terrible food
options etc. for anyone to enjoy it there.”
Christopher Lynch: “From a “fan” point of
view, (and while this may make some people
cringe) I think commercializing things will
go a long way with bringing up a new generation of fans. Tracks having restaurants, playgrounds, pony rides, live music, etc make
it a fun family atmosphere, and will give

young children fond memories later on in
life of “growing up at the track”. My father
took me to Freehold often as a youngster, so
pony rides or not I was destined to grow up
loving harness racing. But for the casual fan/
family, a total racetrack experience would go
a long way I think. Just my opinion though.”
Stuart Oppenheimer: “Draw for drivers as
well as horses. Cut down time between races.
Coordinate, not overlap start times to races;
Every track should work together on this. All
tracks should make a show of it, with handicappers diagnosing upcoming races. And,
lastly, I would make leagues by cities; playoffs, etc. Make it a sport, not just a repetitive,
nightly bore.”
Payton Anderson: “Have the drivers actually race. Going to the half everyone single
file and half-in, half-out. I wanna know that if
I bet, my horse is gonna be raced. And if your
2nd quarter is more then 2 seconds slower
then your first, $200 fine.”
Walter Mitchell: “Yonkers, Meadowlands,
Harrahs, Monti, Freehold and Saratoga
harness. A Saturday morning totally free
breakfast. Meet drivers on a real personal
level and give a handful of jog cart trips,
especially for kids. Tell parents to bring their
camera and get local media to cover each
one.”
Patricia Miller: “Less time between races.
Focus too weak for 20 minutes of checking
your phone.”
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By Derick Giwner
Each week we’ll highlight a race(s)
from Hoosier Park. On Friday (Sept. 15),
we’ll look at the $75,000 Indiana Sires
Stakes Final for 3-year-old colt and gelding pacers (Race 12).
I’m going to key around (9) HE’S A
POPPER in a race that appears to lack
any other obvious early speed players.
He’s the fastest horse in the field (granted
a perfect trip helped), will be a fair price
and should be able to secure the front.
Let’s key him in exotics with the likely
favorites and hope he splits them.
The Plays:
Trifecta: 9 / 4,6 / ALL
Trifecta: 4,6 / 9 / ALL

Ariana G, Pure Country headline Takter
contingent in Mohawk Saturday stakes
By Jay Bergman
Hall of Fame trainer Jimmy Takter has a
solid hand as he heads into Saturday night’s
stakes extravaganza at Mohawk. On a card
with over C$2 million in purses, Takter will
send out at least a pair of favorites and plenty
of contenders.
Takter sends out the odds-on choice Ariana
G in the C$385K Elegantimage final for sophomore trotting fillies. The Hambletonian Oaks
winner, who has twice attempted to beat male
competition this year, appears on a path to
dominate the filly division.
“It looks like we will keep her with the
fillies,” Takter said on Wednesday. “I think
she’s better than any of the colts out there but
we’ll wait until next year.”
That’s good news for the colts in the sophomore division but bad for the fillies that
Ariana G has been able to dominate this year.
“She was great last week,” Takter said,
assessing Ariana G’s dominant performance
in an Elegantimage elimination race. On
Saturday Yannick Gingras will again guide
the Muscle Hill-sired filly from post four.
Takter will also send out Feed Your Head
(post 8) in the Elegantimage.
The Metro for 2-year-old pacing colts and
geldings landed three divisions and Takter
appears to be more than happy with the pair
of exceptionally bred juveniles he has entered.
Nutcracker Sweet (post 9) drew outside in
the third C$40,000 elimination race and his
trainer expects big things.
“I think he’s a top horse,” said Takter. “He’s
had to battle a lot of sickness like so many this
year. We brought him up here to race last week
and we just wanted a solid race from off the
pace. Both he and Pro Beach finished well.”
Nutcracker Sweet, a full brother to $2.7
million winner Bettor Sweet and $3.4 million
winner Sweet Lou, has some big shoes to
fill but his trainer believes he’s more than
capable. In between his bouts with sickness,
Nutcracker Sweet has won two of five starts.
With a $450,000 price tag, the owners surely
expected Pro Beach to be racing in premier
stakes such as the Metro. The colt by Somebeachsomewhere from the rugged race mare
Darlinonthebeach, is a Pennsylvania Sire
Stakes leg winner but again due to sickness
has but four starts this season.
“Yannick (Gingras) was very happy with
the way he finished in the Champlain,” said
Takter. Pro Beach drew post two in the first
Metro elimination (race 2).
Pure Country has turned the corner for
Takter over the last six weeks. “I was very
happy with her performance here last week,”
said Takter of Pure Country. “Yes, I believe
Mark (MacDonald) has helped her but I also
think she’s gotten more confidence and with
that she’s racing up to her level.”
Pure Country with her elimination victory
secured post three in the C$256,000 Milton
Stakes final for pacing mares.
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Pure Country (above) and Ariana G
(below) should be favored for trainer
Jimmy Takter on Saturday.

“Lady Shadow was no good last week,” said
Takter, “But you never know from week-toweek how good she’ll be.”
Lady Shadow managed a fifth-place finish
in her elimination and then drew post one for
the Milton final.
The C$593,000 Maple Leaf Trot has a different feel this year with two mares in the race,
both with ample talent to capture the trotting
classic. Pasithea Face S is one of those mares
and she landed post three for Takter and
driver Tim Tetrick. “There’s nothing wrong
with her,” Takter said. “Last week she tried to
go out and had a horse in front of her and then
tried to go in and had the same problem. The
race at Tioga nobody was catching that horse
(Emoticon Hanover’s 1:50 2/5 effort).” Prior to
that Pasithea Face S had defeated Hannelore
Hanover, the likely favorite in the Maple Leaf
Trot.
Hannelore Hanover appeared to regain
her form in the Maple Leaf eliminations last
week winning in 1:52 with Gingras in the
bike. She drew post five in the Maple Leaf that
was made wide open when both Resolve and
Marion Marauder failed to qualify from their
elimination.
Victor Gio IT (post 9) will go for Takter in the
C$684,000 Canadian Trotting Classic for sophomores. The son of Ready Cash continues to
disappoint his trainer. Takter had been higher
on the colt prior to the Hambletonian but didn’t
sound as optimistic here. “There’s not much
I can say about him. I know he’s a horse that
can go all day but he just can’t seem to put it all
together,” Takter said with some frustration.
“Maybe he’ll be a better 4-year-old.”
The Mohawk 12-race program kicks off at
7:30 p.m.

Football season is upon us! Are you
ready? While everyone was either gloating about their fantasy teams or wallowing in misery, one story was quickly
shuffled along, without anyone really
stopping to analyze.
The Atlanta Falcons will officially
have their first home game in the new
Mercedes Benz Stadium! Big deal, right?
They spent about a gazillion dollars on
it. Even with all of those gazillions, they
still SOMEHOW managed to produce
a food and beverage menu that will
become the benchmark for all events
moving forward! Go check out their
website, seriously.
How can a team that’s a gazillion
dollars in debt offer such quality, cheap
concessions? The answer is simple. They
want fans to come and enjoy themselves
and not feel like they’re wallet is getting
pulled at every corner. They will create
fan loyalty by doing simple little things
to show that this Stadium is THEIR
stadium.
I haven’t been to a football game
in years, mostly because of the price
gouging everywhere, but this stadium
appears to be a place where a fan can
truly enjoy themselves and their needs
are met first. Now that’s a place where
I’ll visit and possibly make a destination
to come back to.
Here’s a secret . . . I hate eating at racetracks! I’m not going to get into specific
tracks because until I see concessions
and an effort to please the customer
like the Falcons are doing, I won’t eat
at ANY! I know the standard of event
food, and its hot garbage. We all know
the subpar menus that we are expected
to accept: Expensive beer, overcooked
fries, greasy hamburgers and hot dogs,
chicken fingers that taste like oil, etc,
etc, etc.
So the bigger lesson here is simple. I’m
talking to all of Harness Racing. Stop
price gouging. Stop reaching into our
customers pockets every chance you get.
Make a better product! Make better food
and support local beer. Make an effort to
truly engage and entice your fans! Your
customers will appreciate it, instead of
automatically being turned off like they
are at other events. Don’t drive everyone away from your product . . . because
there are plenty of other reasons why it’s
happening.

Weekend Stakes Spotlight
TIOGA (6:50 P.M.)
NY Sire Stakes - 3yoCP (Races 6 & 8)
Featuring: Benji’s Best (Race 8)

MOHAWK (7:30 P.M.)
Metro Eliminations - 2yoP (Races 2, 4 & 6)
Featuring: Pedro Hanover (Race 2); Summer Travel,
Shadow Moon, Stay Hungry (Race 4)
C$385,000 Elegantimage Final - 3yoFT (Race 3)
Featuring: Ariana G

Derick Giwner & Matt Rose discuss the stakes finals
at Mohawk on Saturday night.

Friday, September 15
FREEHOLD (12:30 p.m.)

C$684,000 CDN Trotting Classic Final - 3yoT (Race 5)
Featuring: Bill’s Man, Dover Dan, What The Hill
C$256,000 Milton Final - Mare Pace (Race 7)
Featuring: Lady Shadow, Pure Country
C$593,000 Maple Leaf Trot Final - Open Trot (Race 9)
Featuring: Hannelore Hanover

Sunday, September 17

Helen Smith Final - 3yoFT (Race 3)
Featuring: Southwind Avanti

philadelphia (12:40 P.M.)

HOOSIER (6:30 P.m.)

Simpson - 3yoCP&T (Races 2-5 & 11-14)
Featuring: Yes Mickey (Race 4); Perfect Spirit (Race 14)

In Sire Stakes - 3yoCP (Race 12)
Featuring: Beckhams Z Tam

red mile (7:00 P.M.)

meadowlands (7:15 P.m.)

Ky Sire Stakes Finals - 2&3yos (Races 1-8)
Featuring: Lily Stride (Race 2); Grand Teton (Race 7)

Kindergarten - 2yos (Races 1-10)
Featuring: Met’s Hall, U Need Stones (Race 5)
Fashionwoodchopper (Race 9)

Saturday, September 16
FREEHOLD (12:30 p.m.)
$50,000 NJ SDF Final - 3yoCP (Race 5)
Featuring: Every Way Out, Sir Pugsley

the meadows (1:05 p.m.)
Keystone Classic - 2yoCP (Races 1 & 3)
Featuring: Like Clockwork (Race 3)

hoosier park (6:30 P.M.)
IN Sire Stakes - 2yoCT (Race 10)

Monday, September 18
harrington (5:00 P.M.)
$150,000 Quillen Memorial - Inv. Pace (Race 10)
Featuring: Bit Of A Legend N, Mel Mara

yonkers (7:10 P.M.)
NY Sire Stakes - 2yoCT (Races 6 & 7)
Featuring: Fourth Dimension (Race 6)

mohawk (7:30 P.M.)
C$375,000 Peaceful Way Final - 2yoFT (Race 3)
Featuring: Manchego
C$400,000 Wm. Wellwood Final - 2yoT (Race 7)
Featuring: You Know You Do, Alarm Detector

